
NEW ITEMS DECEMbEr 2014
TANK LOGISTICS PrEMIErE

Subject to changes in colour and technical modii cations

0262 02 Citroën HY sales van

T
he French tricolor sends its 
regards – WIKING presents
three classics: The renault r4 is 

a winner with its sun roof as well as 
a “fourgonette” with ladder opening – 
naturally, constructed so it‘s movable.
Just as functional, the Citroën HY 
comes as a sales vehicle with a hinged 
sales stand. The Allgaier tractor, the 
bMW 2002 with a new bumper and the 
Mercedes-benz 280 SE as the luxury 
taxi cab of the 1960s likewise make 
their debuts. WIKING, as the pioneer 

of automotive container transportation
in 1:87, now continues this tradition
with two up-to-the-minute model 
developments from tank container 

logistics. both the 20-foot version 
and the swap tank container drive up 
on a trailer based on the prototype of
Schmitz Cargobull. “Mercedes-benz
im Einsatz!” is the title of a new model
series that WIKING has miniaturized
no less than an entire quartet with
youngtimer qualities. 
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0878 49 Allgaier tractor

0536 01 Tank container semi-truck 20‘ (MAN TGX)

0536 02 Swap tank container semi-truck (Mb Actros)

0225 01 renault r4 panel truck0224 48 renault r4 0800 11 Taxi - Mb 280 SE

Models of the “Fire Service” set

0183 03 bMW 2002

0990 88 “Fire Service” set 



Subject to changes in colour and technical modii cations

MODEL UPGrADES DECEMbEr 2014
“SUPEr CONNIE” IS bACK

0807 11 Citroën ID 19

0864 34 Police - VW beetle 1200

0791 03 Ford Granada

0946 06 Mini-excavator Hr18 (Schaeff) N-gauge 1:160

0837 04 rolls royce Silver Shadow

0859 05 Flatbed trailer (Mb L 6600)

0435 06 box truck (MAN TGL) 0882 48 Tank semi-truck (MAN Pausbacke)

0956 40   Agricultural trailer N-gauge 1:160

0797 15 VW T1 panel truck

0315 01 VW T2 bus

7342 01 Lockheed Super Constellation 

A 
fervent dream of many  

WIKING collectors has i nally
 come true! The model maker 

has revitalized the historical forms of 

the Lockheed Super Constellation in a 

scale of 1:200. The “Super Connie” in 

the colors of Lufthansa is considered 

still today a true WIKING milestone. 

The Mb L 6600 trailer in the colors 

of Mäuler and the MAN Pausbacke as 

a Fina tank trailer, which wrote truck 

history a little later, also i t right into the 
late 1950s. Classics such as the Police 

beetle 1200, the VW T1 based on the 

“Nordkabel” prototype, and the T2 

transporter, based on the “rosenkranz” 

original, as well as the youngtimer 

Ford Granada A have been added to the 

program. The Citroën ID 19 and the 

rolls royce Silver Shadow bank on 

sedan understatement. The MAN TGL 

appears for the i rst time in the design of 
“Hansetrans”. N-gauge model fans can 

add the Schaeff Hr18 mini-excavator 

and the agricultural trailer in upgraded 

versions to their collection. 
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